
Newsletter June 2017 
30 June is here, and generally before anyone is ready for it. The end of the financial year is often 

fraught as use-it-or-lose-it budgets are spent and financial teams wrestle with final numbers. Some 

Boards will be happy that at least their remuneration figures will be looking lower after hiring a new 

CEO at a discount to their predecessor. Others will be turning their mind to shareholder reporting 

and upcoming remuneration reviews, contemplating what is a reasonable increase leading into the 

2018 financial year given national and global prospects. 

We wish all our clients a smooth end of financial year and a prosperous start to the 2018 financial 

year. 

  Companies Hire New CEOs at a Discount 

Top Australian companies are showing caution with remuneration, 

paying new CEO hires at a significant discount to their outgoing 

leadership. 

 

Four Reasons Boards Shouldn’t Rate the Minimum Wage Decision 

Highly in Executive Pay Considerations 

Boards shouldn’t include the minimum wage decision as a factor in 

upcoming remuneration reviews without carefully considering the 

context of that decision. 

 
Position Descriptions More Important than Many Think 

Companies are losing money by neglecting a task that is fundamental 

to almost every aspect of HR. Egan Associates talks to HRD Magazine 

about the benefits of getting position descriptions right. 

 

The Agenda 

The Agenda is the must-read summary of issues influencing Boards of 

Directors and Government. 

 

 

 
  



Companies Hire New CEOs at a Discount 
 

Top Australian companies are currently showing caution with remuneration, paying new CEO hires 

at a significant discount to the outgoing talent. 

Examining the ASX 200 companies that provided information on the remuneration of incoming 

CEOs since January 2016, it is clear that most new appointments are receiving lower remuneration 

packages than their predecessors. 

The following table and graph show the difference between new and outgoing CEOs for total fixed 

remuneration (TFR), short term incentive (STI), long term incentive (LTI) and total remuneration 

(TR). The table shows statistics for the change in remuneration between the outgoing and the new 

CEO on a per company basis. The figure shows the remuneration data for new CEOs and outgoing 

CEOs in aggregate. 

Difference between remuneration of new hires versus incumbent CEOs 

 
TFR STI LTI TR 

75th Percentile 3% 9% 13% 4% 

Median -10% -5% 2% -6% 

Average -9% -11% 6% -7% 

25th Percentile -25% -45% -16% -23% 

 

 

 

 



Fixed remuneration 

This element of remuneration saw the highest reduction for newcomers at the median on a 

company-to-company basis. Many Boards would consider this to be a prudent move – even with an 

internal hire, it makes sense to contain fixed costs until the new CEO has runs on the board. 

Some CEOs have however received higher fixed remuneration levels than their predecessors, 

showing that relative remuneration levels will depend on the experience and skills of the incoming 

CEO and the company’s situation. 

Short term incentive 

At the median short term incentive levels were also lower for new hires than for outgoing CEOs, 

although the difference was not as marked on a company-to-company basis as for fixed pay. 

Some companies have seen significant reductions in short term incentives and two resources 

companies decided not to offer a short term incentive. Where long term or strategic goals are the 

key focus or cash flow in short supply, this is viable remuneration strategy. 

Long term incentive 

This was the only remuneration element where incoming CEOs are being offered more on average 

than their predecessors on a company-to-company basis (though lower in aggregate). This might be 

an acknowledgement of shareholders wishes that companies have a long rather than short term 

view and in part reflect “unlatching” costs associated with foregone benefits with a previous 

employer. It also helps align the new CEO with shareholders by providing the CEO with a deferred 

interest in the company’s equity. 

This trend does, however, fly in the face of current sentiment in the UK, where investors are calling 

for traditional long term incentives to be phased out. These calls have been backed by the 

recommendations of a UK House of Commons Select Committee inquiry. 

Conclusion 

The trend for new CEOs to be paid less than the incumbent talent is not new. Egan Associates 

conducted a similar investigation in 2013 that drew the same conclusions from the prevailing data. 

Especially where a new hire is internal, which many Boards consider preferable unless there is 

significant need to transform the company, it makes sense that the remuneration of an outgoing 

versus incoming CEO reflects their tenure and experience, especially if the outgoing CEO has spent 

a longer than average time at the company. 

In the current environment of modest annual wage increases (see our article from this month on the 

minimum wage), it also makes sense for Boards to show restraint.As the new CEO demonstrates 

effective performance, their remuneration normally increases. 

The Data 

Data was collected on a package for package basis rather than looking at the actual remuneration 

and grants for the outgoing CEO’s final year in an attempt to compare like for like. Where a joint 

CEO became a standalone CEO or an executive chairman remained in that role and hired a CEO 

alongside, the data has not been included.  
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Four Reasons Boards Shouldn’t Rate the 

Minimum Wage Decision Highly in 

Executive Pay Decisions 

This month the Fair Work Commission surprised employers and economists by deciding to lift the 

minimum wage and award wages by 3.3% on 1 July 2017. The minimum wage prior to the 

increase was $672.70 per week, equating to $34,980.40 on a full-time basis. 

Management might bring this decision to the Board as a supporting argument for higher salaries, 

especially since award workers will also receive the increase. Yet Boards should consider the four 

following factors before granting executives an increase to fixed remuneration above average 

weekly earnings or the CPI. 

1. Social Context 

The Fair Work Commission’s increase was not made purely to reflect current economic 

circumstances, but rather also to correct inequalities and living cost challenges for low paid 

workers. It also took into account the recent decision to reduce penalty rates for certain workers. 

While the CPI has only increased by 2.1% in the year to March 2017, not all Australians are well 

represented by the basket of goods the ABS considers. Consider the impact on low income workers 

of recent increases to health insurance, energy (with a major provider recently increasing prices by 

20%) and rent. 

It is true that such increases will affect all people who consume those products, yet it will have 

proportionately a higher effect on those on low wages because these bills represent a larger 

proportion of their take home wage. 

To provide a context for how much additional money a minimum wage worker would be receiving 

given the 3.3% increase we compare it to how valuable the same sum of money would be to higher 

income earners. The following graph depicts the percentage after tax increase these earners would 

experience if they received the same dollar increase as a minimum wage earner. 

The minimum wage increase in dollars as a % of take home pay for different income levels 

 



A highly paid executive is unlikely to even notice an increase of the amount the minimum wage 

worker is receiving. The minimum wage worker will. 

Although workers on awards can be earning more than the minimum wage, and would therefore 

receive more money from a 3.3% increase, it’s important to note the average weekly non-

managerial award wage as at May 2016 was $802.80, which if annualised sits just under $42,000. 

The five industries with the most award workers are retail; accommodation and food services; 

administrative and support services; education and training; and health care and social assistance. 

Their average annualised wages released in May 2016 by the Australian Bureau of Statistics were 

$29,312, $24,892, $37,866, $58,130 and $55,728 respectively, indicating the level of casual and 

part time workers in the first two sectors. 

Another way of considering the situation is to examine the effect the dollar value of the 3.3% 

increase for varying incomes would have on the minimum wage worker’s take home pay packet. 

% Increase in minimum wage worker’s take home pay if their gross pay is increased by the dollar 

value a higher income earner would have received given a 3.3% wage increase 

It is clear that a 3.3% increase provided to an executive, if transferred to a minimum wage worker, 

would have a significant impact on that worker’s take home remuneration. 

2. Economic context 

While the social context is applicable for a minimum wage worker, it is the economic context that is 

most important for executives. 

The 3.3% rise compares to a CPI for the year to March 2017 of 2.1%, wage price index growth for 

the year to March 2017 of 1.9% seasonally adjusted, growth in annual weekly earnings for full time 

adult workers of 2.2% and all workers of 1.6%. We also note that there is a significant level of 

underemployment, such that the current unemployment figure of 5.5% does not paint the full 

picture. (In addition, some commentators question the 5.5% figure, pointing to a Roy Morgan 

estimate of 9.8% as closer to the truth.) 

The difference in effect on the economy of wage rises at different income levels is also important. 

Low income earners who receive additional money are likely to spend it, while higher income 

earners will often save at least a proportion of their salary increase. Consider the effect a 3.3% 

increase for minimum wages might have on household spending. This is why RBA governor Phillip 

Lowe has called for workers to stand up for higher wages. In the year to March 2017, GDP rose 



1.7% — a far cry from the government’s goal of 3%. A lift in the household spend will help support 

this aim. 

Even if executives receive no annual increase to their fixed remuneration, the likelihood of meeting 

their incentive targets will be higher in a country experiencing high growth than one experiencing 

mediocre growth. The percentage increase to aggregate remuneration levels where targets are met 

rather than not met will in all likelihood be higher than a 3.3% increase to their guaranteed pay. 

It is worth also noting Business Council of Australia Grant King’s comments on increasing wages. 

He states that increasing wages would be nice, but productivity and profit increases must come first 

before wage increases flow. This principle might be counteracted by a social imperative for low 

income workers, but for executives it should carry weight. 

3. Cost effectiveness 

Low income workers will receive more of their increases in final pay packets than high income 

workers. (Assuming no special tax arrangements.) This means more of the company’s wages dollar 

is actually going towards increasing the spending power of the employee. The following graph 

illustrates the proportion of the increase that would be kept after tax as a function of income, 

considering income tax, the low income offset and the Medicare levy. 

Proportion of the 3.3% increase that would be take home pay for various income levels 

 

Note that as tax concessions are phased out with higher incomes and employees move into higher 

tax brackets, the percentage of salary increases they keep reduces until they are past the effects of 

that threshold. 

4. Flow on effect 

If we increase a minimum wage worker’s wage by 3.3%, there will be the usual additional costs for 

related payments such as superannuation. However, it won’t be nearly as expensive as increasing 

the fixed remuneration of an executive, where not only superannuation payments could be affected, 

but also bonuses calculated as a percentage of fixed remuneration. This has a multiplying effect on 

total remuneration costs and must be carefully considered. 

This point raises another issue, in that executives, due to the nature of their remuneration, are not 

only workers, but capital holders. 



The labour share of gross domestic product has fallen dramatically in the last two quarters, 

according to analysis by the Australia Institute. Where the general workforce would feel the full 

force of this, executives, whose remuneration are often partially delivered in equity in the company, 

will share in the profit share of GDP. 
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The Agenda 
 

Why are wages flat when unemployment is relatively low? 

The Reserve Bank of Australia Governor Phillip Lowe has told workers to ask for a pay rise, 

voicing hopes that workers would not continue to accept flat wages in return for job security. 

Recent GDP figures surprised on 

the upside, but at 1.7% year on 

year are still well below Australia’s 

trend level of 3%. The increased 

spend wage rises bring would 

boost GDP growth and allow the 

Reserve Bank to begin the process 

of normalising interest rates. 

The Governor’s opinion was that 

despite worries about job security, 

workers were in a position of 

strength. 

“Workers feel like there are more competitors out there, they’re worried about the foreigners and 

the robots,” he said, adding that it was clear the labour market was “actually quite tight” in a 

number of countries. 

“Hopefully running for a few years now with quite tight labour markets [will be] re-energising 

workers to get more of the labour share”. 

Business Council of Australia head Grant King stated on the other hand that business would like 

to be able to increase wages, but increases to productivity and profits need to come first. 

Interestingly, the profit share of national income has been rising and is now at its highest level 

since the 60s according to the AICD’s chief economist Stephen Walters, meaning that workers 

are getting a smaller slice of the pie. 

The Bank of England’s Chief Economist has also commented on low wage growth this month, 

stating that it cannot be explained by the unemployment rate or a lack in productivity growth. 

He stated that there was some evidence technology and globalisation was reducing the 

bargaining power of workers such that the share of income going to wages falls. 

One question in Australia is whether the unemployment rate is truly representative. The current 

unemployment rate released by the ABS is 5.5%. Yet Roy Morgan’s May 2017 unemployment 

estimate completed using a different methodology to the ABS sits at 9.8%.  
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Over the last ten years (including the financial crisis), the unemployment rates look like this. 

These figures do not indicate that employees are in a strong position to request wage rises. 

Minimum wage to rise by 3.3% 

The Fair Work Commission decided this month to increase the minimum and award wages by 

3.3% from 1 July 2017. 

Some economists were “stunned” by the increase, high in comparison to growth in the wage 

price index and average weekly earnings. They believed the adjustment would increase 

unemployment. 

Others were less concerned. 

“Clearly they’ve been holding wages down for quite some time and there hasn’t been a surge in 

employment – so if the problem’s on the demand side, then increasing consumption from raising 

the wage could actually have positive effects,” University of Sydney labour economist John 

Buchanan said. 

Penalty rate cuts 

The Fair Work Commission ruled in February that penalty rate cuts would be cut for workers in 

fast food, retail, hospitality and pharmacy industries, with Sunday and public holiday rates cut 

from 25% to 50% depending on the industry. 

The Fair Work Commission has now ruled that the penalty rate cuts for public holidays will be 

fully effective as of 1 July. Cuts to Sunday rates will occur gradually until 2020. 

For fast food and hospitality workers as well as casual retail workers, the cuts will be split into 

three annual instalments. 

Workers on the pharmacy award and the balance of the retail workers will have their rates 

decreased in four annual instalments. 

Unions have lodged an appeal in the courts to stop the changes becoming effective, so there 

may be further delays. 
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Federal Labor leader Bill Shorten has also pledged legislation that would undo the effect of the 

cuts if his party were to win government. 

Remuneration Tribunal sets public office remuneration increases at 2% 

The Remuneration Tribunal has decided to increase the remuneration of public officers under its 

jurisdiction by 2% from 1 July 2017. The last increase approved by the tribunal came into effect 

from 1 January 2016 making it a 1.6% increase per annum. 

In making its decision, the tribunal had tried to balance private and public sector pay movements 

while considering the government’s policy of wage restraint and the tribunal’s view that office 

holders including heads of agencies, members of Boards and technical/professional specialists 

did not expect or require their monetary compensation to be set at private sector levels. 

This decision is in line with where Egan Associates believes executive remuneration increases 

should be pitched, and is certainly not aligned to the minimum wage decision. 

AICD concerned by lower appointment rate for female Directors 

The monthly appointment rate for female Directors in the ASX 200 fell in the first half of 2017, 

reaching approximately 30% compared to a 44% appointment rate in 2016. 

AICD Chairman Elizabeth Proust was concerned the drop would make it more difficult to reach 

the institute’s goal of 30% female Directors by 2018. The current proportion of female Directors 

is 25.4%. 

She believes the issue is not one of supply, but rather demand, with some Boards holding out 

against increasing gender diversity. 

Insolvency reforms 

Long awaited reforms that will create a safe harbour for company Directors from the civil 

insolvent trading provisions of the Corporations Act 2001 are currently before the Senate after 

passing the House of Representatives on 22 June. 

The current laws are considered to be “draconian” by international standards. Directors may be 

liable for company debt if there were reasonable grounds to suspect the company was insolvent 

when the debt was incurred. This leads to Directors placing an organisation in insolvency even if 

there was a possibility of being able to trade out of trouble. 

Under the reform, Directors would not be liable for the debts if it could be shown that they were 

developing or taking a course of action that was reasonably likely to lead to a better outcome 

than the immediate appointment of an administrator or liquidator. This exemption would not be 

available where the company was not paying company employees or complying with tax 

reporting obligations. 

The reform also deals with ipso facto clauses (when one party can terminate or modify the 

operation of a contract upon the occurrence of a specific event, regardless of continued 

performance of the other party). Such provisions can hinder a company that might have been 

able to transform successfully without the clause coming into effect. Under the reform, certain 

types of these contractual rights would be unenforceable when a company is restructuring under 

administration. 
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About us 
For more than 25 years, Egan Associates has advised leading organisations and emerging 

enterprises in Australia and New Zealand on the remuneration of Board Directors, executives and 

key staff members, as well as performance management, corporate governance and Board 

effectiveness. 

Our Services include: 

• Remuneration reviews and benchmarking: for CEOs, executives, senior management and 

professional positions, including specialist roles 

• Annual incentive plan structures: advice on performance criteria, target and maximum payment 

levels as well as deferral and clawback provisions 

• Long term incentive plan structures: advice on participation, performance hurdles, equity 

instruments, valuation and allocation, as well as provision of performance monitoring services 

• Corporate transactions / IPOs: assistance transitioning pre-IPO reward arrangements into the 

listed company environment (or any other corporate transformation) considering issues including 

escrow provisions 

• Government pay reviews: assistance at federal, state and local level in administrative, policy and 

corporatised environments on reward for senior executives, professional and administrative staff, 

and governing Boards 

• Board fee reviews: benchmarking Board fee levels, including Chairman and Director retainer fees, 

Committee Chairman and member fees and fees for adhoc engagements. 

• Board effectiveness: assistance with Board documentation. 

John Egan  

John’s early career was with Cullen Egan Dell (now Mercer Human Capital), 

which he chaired from 1983 to 1989, when he formed Egan Associates. John 

has been an advisor to Boards and senior executives on organisation, governance 

and reward issues over many years. He has assisted a significant majority of 

Australia’s top 200 companies as well as a myriad of entrepreneurial 

organisations and government entities across a wide range of industries. 

John has been actively involved with Universities, chairing Sydney University’s 

Board of Advice for its Faculty of Economics & Business (2001 – 2010).  John is an Honorary Fellow 

of the University and an Adjunct Professor in the School of Business. 

His personal interests are in cool climate gardens – www.thebraesgarden.com – and he served as a 

Trustee of the Sydney Royal Botanic Gardens & Domain Trust from May 2010 to June 2014. 
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